
HOW  TO  PLAY

CHESS
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CHESS :

2  PLAYERS

AGES  8 +

Pic. 1

Piece Names:
The shortest pieces with round
tops are called pawns. (8 per
player)
The pieces that are shaped like
castles are called rooks. (2 per
player)
The pieces that look like a horse
are called knights. (2 per player)
The pieces that look like they have
little hats with small balls on top
are called bishops. (2 per player)
The piece with the cross on top is
called the king. (1 per player)
The one with the crown on top is
called the queen. (1 per player)

*See Pic. 1*
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How the Pieces Move:
Rooks move any number of
vacant squares horizontally or
vertically.
Knights move in an "L" shaped
pattern, two squares horizontally
or vertically and then one square
perpendicular to that. 
Bishops move any number of
vacant squares in any diagonal
direction.
Queen can move any number of
vacant squares in a straight line
horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally.
King can move one space at a time in any direction.
Pawns can move forward (never backward) one square at a time and can
only capture a piece diagonally. However, the first time your pawn moves
in a game it may move forward two squares if wanted.
All pieces (except the pawns) can move both forwards and backwards.

*See Pic. 2*

Set Up:
Start by laying your board on a flat surface with each player having a
solid colored square on the lower-right corner.
Decide who will be what color. 
Place your rooks in the lower corners.
Place your knights next to your rooks.
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Place your bishops next to your
knights.
Place your queen in the center
on her color (solid for white &
patterned for black)
Place your king in the center on
your opponent's color (pattered
for white & solid for black)
Place your pawns in the row in
front of your other pieces.

*See Pic. 3*

Game Play:
The player with the white pieces begins the game by moving any piece
they want as described above.
The player with the black pieces then goes moving any piece they want as
described above.
To capture an opponent's piece you must move one of your pieces into a
square occupied by their piece.
The captured piece is then permanently removed from the game.
Continue to play, with each player moving one piece per turn until the
game ends.

Rules:
You can NOT leave your king in check.
Only the knight can move over other pieces.
The pawn is the only piece that can be promoted, if a pawn reaches the
other side of the board it can become any other chess piece that has
been captured by your opponent.
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Winning:
To win you must "checkmate" your opponent's king. This means that the
opposing king cannot move without being captured or protected by
another piece. 
Your opponent's king is in check when one of your pieces is in position to
capture it in one move, but there is a way for them to move the king to
safety.
A draw is possible if the player whose turn it is has no legal move, the
pieces left on the board cannot force a checkmate on either side, when
players do nothing but move their pieces back and forth for three moves,
or both players simply agree to a draw.

Tips:
Chess is a strategic game, take your time and think about your next move
while trying to think about what your opponent might do next.
If you have more than two players, consider playing in teams. Teams can
be fun, because you have to think like both of your opponents. I
personally think it brings another level of strategy to the game.
If teams aren't for you, then maybe a chess tournament where the losers
play the losers and the winners play the winners. All you need are a
couple more boards to create some more competition.
Don't always try to play like a pro, sometimes it is just nice to enjoy the
quality time with a loved one instead of turning it into a sport (at least not
all of the time).

*Please note that these are NOT regulation rules, these are the rules I grew
up using and loving. If you plan on joining an official tournament please
double check their official rules.*


